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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a Generic Data Access and Integration Service GDAIS for various distributed
computing environments. The service can be deployed within Peer-to-Peer, Cluster, Grid and Cloud
computing environment. Grid service environment has been utilized to develop GDAIS and it provides the
generic data access facility to the clients. The clients can manipulate data stored in various data stores in
transparent manner. The service supports simplified access to a variety of sources like the files on file
system, web services and various databases like XML databases, relation databases, object oriented
databases and object relational databases. A uniform API to manipulate data from disparate and
heterogeneous data sources is developed. Various operations that can be performed are ‘read’, ‘select’,
‘insert’, ‘update’,’ delete’ and ‘bulk insert’. These APIs are developed as web services.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Distributed computing systems have been extensively used for large scale scientific and
commercial applications for a long time. These applications generate large amount of data that
entail extensive computations. To meet the processing needs of these applications, various
types of distributed systems have evolved over a period of time. Cluster computing is used if
the processing can be done within the organization itself. Grid computing shares the capability
of geographically distributed resources. P2P computing shares the data directly between peer
nodes in decentralized manner. Grid and clusters can be used for market oriented computing
where consumers pay to the resource providers for the resources and services being offered.
Service oriented computing focuses on providing business processes in the form of web
services. The concepts of Grid computing, market oriented computing and service oriented
computing evolved further and combined together to develop Cloud computing. Cloud
computing is a collection of dynamically scalable and virtualized resources, which are
provided as a service over the Internet. These services can be Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),
Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS).
The web services are software systems designed to support the interaction amongst different
machines connected through a network. The service requesters can further be software that
requires information provided by the web service. Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is
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used for preparation of the request to and response from the web services. Web services
publish their details to a registry called Universal Description, Discovery and Integration
(UDDI). UDDI is a platform independent registry for web services [14]. UDDI uses Web
Service Definition Language (WSDL) to describe the details of web services. Using WSDL,
the detailed functionality of web services can be specified. These details are accessed by the
clients to invoke the functionality of web services. Web services use the existing internet
infrastructure and HTTP for the interaction with its requesters. Extensible Markup Language
(XML) is a standard to specify the data about an application. SOAP messages, UDDI and
WSDL use XML for specifying their details.
In the last few years, users have started harnessing the power of web services for Grid
computing called service oriented Grid computing. The largest Grid users’ community called,
open grid forum (OGF), has described architecture for service oriented Grid computing
environment for commercial and scientific applications. This architecture is known as Open
Grid Services Architecture (OGSA). OGSA is a web service based distributed computing and
interaction architecture. OGSA takes care of heterogeneity of the resources resulting in proper
communication and sharing of the information amongst them.
Research in the Grid applications mainly focuses on the processing data stored in files.
However, several applications require accessing the data stored in sources other than the files.
Providing a single and uniform interface to these different sources is called as data integration.
The data integration is a challenging task and is still a persistent problem for the database
community. The problem becomes more complex when the data sources are diverse and
heterogeneous. Generally, the applications involving the huge amount of data are deployed
over the Cluster, Grid or Cloud computing environment. All such applications require the data
from the diverse sources, demanding the effective data integration technique, preferably in the
form of web services due to the diversity in their resources.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 examines related work. Section 3 provides
detailed model of GDAIS. The sample client is described in Section 4. Section 5 presents the
details on interoperability of the GDAIS. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
Literature in the field of data access and data integration services contains some recent research
projects including OGSA-DAI & GDIS, SDO, Oracle Data Service Integrator and Microsoft
SQL Azure Database Service.
The Global Grid Forum’s (GGF) Data Access & Integration Services Working Group (DAISWG) proposed the specification for Grid data services based interface to various XML and
relational databases. The Open Grid Services Architecture Data Access Integration (OGSADAI) provides an implementation to the DAIS-WS specification [11]. It allows exposing
various data sources to the web, Grid or Cloud. OGSA-DAI provides the facility to query and
manipulate the data using web services. However, it doesn’t support the integration of data
from heterogeneous data sources.
Comito et al. proposed a service based data integration architecture called Grid Data
Integration System (GDIS). It is a decentralized architecture build on top of OGSA-DAI and
Globus Toolkit [12]. It provides the integration of data from various data sources [5]. Gounaris
et al. have presented a service based system for data integration on data grids. They developed
this system based on the OGSA Distributed Query Processor and XMAP [21] query
reformulation algorithm [21]. They used a wrapper-mediator approach for distributed query
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processing across independent databases on various grid resources. This technique is specially
developed for data grids.
Gallo et al. have presented architecture for data access and integration called Grid Integration
Service (GISE). They tested this design on epidemic monitoring and simulation system. It uses
mediators, wrappers and canonical data models to perform query on distributed heterogeneous
datasources [6]. This service is built using Globus toolkit.
Service Data Objects (SDO) is a specification for data programming architecture and an
implementation API. The key concepts of the SDO are data objects, data graphs and data
access services (DAS). The data objects are the way to represent the business data in the form
of properties. Data graph contains the data objects and act as a transportation unit between
various components. Data graphs manage the data objects by keeping track of insert, delete and
update operations performed on the data objects [4]. Oracle Data Services Integrator (ODSI) is
an implementation of SDO [1]. ODIS provides read and write access to various data sources
like relational databases, XML databases, files, web services etc.
SQL Azure Database is a Cloud-based database service build on SQL server technology. It
supports various data manipulation operations to be performed on the databases. Its main
limitation is that it supports only one relation database called Microsoft SQL server [2, 3].
Paton et al. have proposed a data access and integration service on the grid. This is not a
concrete implementation of these services it is just a proposal of accessing the databases using
the service based infrastructure [20]. In this research the Paton et al. have proposed various
services and the operations supported by the services. The various services proposed are basic
data service (for basic database operations e.g. Select, update etc.), transactional database
service (for transaction related operations e.g. commit, rollback etc.) and coordinated database
service (for distributed transactions).
All the existing data access and integration services require various toolkits and technologies.
Moreover, they are either specific to particular databases or to a particular architecture. There
are several similar research contributions which are following a particular architecture that is,
centralized, decentralized or mediator based architecture. These projects are specially designed
for large scale commercial applications and hence they are very complex and heavy load
projects. Moreover, some of the projects are proprietary projects. However, our proposed
GDAIS is simple and generic in terms of both the databases and architecture. GDAIS support
all the kinds of data storage and supports the centralized as well as decentralized architectures.
Moreover, GDAIS is built using simple and basic technologies so that is can be used specially
with scientific applications. GDAIS has been developed using Java based open source tools,
namely Java, Java Enterprise Edition, Apache Tomcat, Apache Axis and Eclipse IDE [7, 8, 10,
13, 16].

3. SYSTEM MODEL
A system model of GDAIS is shown in Figure 1. The lowest layer depicts various operating
systems and platforms hosting the data stores. The data stores may be a relational database,
object oriented database, object relational database indicated by (RBD…ODB), XML database,
web service, flat files etc. Interface is provided for various popular databases available like
Oracle, DB2 [17], MS SQL Server, MySQL [18] etc. To store the text data in flat files both text
files and binary files are used. The objects are stored in the binary file, while the text
information can be written in text files using ASCII or UTF code. However, objects are stored
in the binary streams using the concept of object serialization [9]. Several Java-based tools are
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used to develop GDAIS. Function of GDAIS can be accessed by any client connect from the
clusters, the Grid, P2P network or the Cloud.
Figure 2 contains class level details of the GDAIS. Currently, GDAIS is composed of total four
classes and three interfaces. The interfaces are the specification of the functionality of the
various classes of GDAIS. The DAOInterface represents the interface having the methods to be
implemented in the class used for data access. Classes implementing the data access and
integration facility should extend this interface. It provides methods to insert update or delete
the data stored in data stores. Another interface is DataSourceInterface that defines the methods
that should be implemented by the classes accessing data from different data sources. We
provided few sample concrete classes to access data from Oracle, MySQL, object serialization
etc. The last interface is DataServiceInterface that defines facility provided by the GDAIS. The
class ObjectFactory is defined to implement the factory design pattern [15]. Another class is a
concrete class defined for web service implementation of the GDAIS. A web service requires
two more classes one for stubs (DataServiceStub) and the other is the callback handler. These
two classes are generated using Apache Axis.
The Apache Axis is used to expose the Java class as a web service. To create a web service, it
creates two classes called stub and callback handler. The stub class is created to convert the
methods in the java class into the methods of web service. The callback handler class can be
used to filter or modify the data returned by the methods of the web service. The callback
handler intercepts the data or error message returned by the web service. These data or error can
be processed further by the corresponding methods of the callback handler class. From Figure 2,
we observe that for each method in the web service, callback handler class creates two methods.
First method is created to access the data returned by the actual method while the other method
accesses the error message returned by the actual method.
Clients from Cluster, Grid or Cloud

Generic Data Access and Integration Service

Java, Java EE, Tomcat, Axis

OR

Web Service
RDB

ODB

Globus Toolkit

XML

Files

Data Stores

Windows

Linux/ UNIX

MAC

Platform

Figure 1. A System Model of GDAIS
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Figure 2. Class Diagram of GDAIS
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4. SAMPLE CLIENT
The following code fragment describes the sample client to access the web service. Similarly,
we can create client programs for accessing remaining operations supported by GDAIS. The
client uses web service stub to access the functionality of the service. This sample client is
selecting data from a data store and just printing the details. The code fragment assumes that the
data returned is an object having getDetail method. Initially, the process starts with setting the
details of the data source in line 2. The read method performs select operation on data.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DataServiceStub stub = new DataServiceStub(“URL of the service”);
DataServiceStub.setDriver(“Data Source Name”);
DataServiceStub.Read readObj = new DataServiceStub.Read();
DataServiceStub.ReadResponse readRes = stub.read(rd);
print(“The details from the object read are”, res.get_return().getDetail());

5. INTEROPERABILITY OF GDAIS
GDAIS is a standard SOAP service and easily interoperable from any web service client
application. The UDDI hosts the online registry of the web services in the network. The client
application fetches information regarding the web services from UDDI and using SOAP
messages they can interact with the web services. SOAP, WSDL and UDDI protocols provide a
self-describing way to discover and use the methods provided by the web services regardless of
its platform. Figure 3 depicts the sample communication between a web service and web service
client. Every web service registers their details at the UDDI registry. Perspective clients can find
the desired web service from a UDDI registry.
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Figure 3. Interaction between the web service, UDDI registry and client
UDDI registry keeps the details regarding the location and address of the web service.
Subsequently the client fetches the information regarding the web service functionality from the
WSDL. Now clients prepare the call to web service, in turn, the service container fetches the
data from various data stores. The client program uses jUDDI API to access the UDDI registry
information [19]. Three kind of query about web service can be requested to the UDDI registry
viz. white pages, yellow pagese and green pages. White pages query returns the address and
contact information about the web service. Yellow pages query retrieves the category and
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taxonomy information about the web service, while the green pages query determines the
functional and technical details regarding the web service. As the Globus toolkit is widely used
for Grid computing environment, we also integrated the GDAIS with the Globus toolkit.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper a web service based API for data access and integration called GDAIS is
presented. This service provides facility to access and manipulate data from various data store,
namely, file system, XML databases, relational databases, object oriented database and object
relational databases. The API is simple, generic and easy to use as compared to other similar
research work. It is generic in terms of databases as well as the implementation architecture. It
provides simple interface with less resource consumption for the users of data stores. We feel
that it can be very useful for the data intensive scientific applications deployed over Cluster
computing, Grid computing or Cloud computing environment.
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